Introduction
Changes in the surface and atmosphere of Mars have been observed for many years [Slipher, 1962; Antoniadi, 1930; Martin et al., 1992] . It has been difficult to telescopically distinguish repetitive seasonal variability from interannual variability because of the large variations in the apparent angular size of Mars during its 780 day synodic cycle, which imposes a 15 to 17-year periodicity in scientifically useful observation of a particular Martian season, specified by the areocentric solar longitude L s. Spacecraft observa-planet roughly 14 arcsec. The potemial importance of phenomena during this season with respect to the annual and longer term cycles of dust and water on the planet makes acquisition of better aphelic data a high priority.
Atmospheric Phenomena
The HST images show cloudiness on all sides of the planet. Discrete bright clouds appear in violet and UV images along the afternoon (eastern) limbs of each image sequence, near major volcanoes and in the western portion of the Valles Marineris canyon system. The clouds, composed of water ice crystals, appear more prominem at shorter wavelengths because, for reasonable particle size distributions, their reflectance is relatively independent of wavelength compared to that of the surface, which is dominated by minerals containing oxidized iron which are highly absorbing short of 500 nm. The morning terminators are particularly heavily clouded; in one image, Ascraeus Mons protrudes above the cloud cover, and in another, Elysium Mons appears though the haze. Clouds also form a southern autumn polar hood, with strongest brightenings in the Hellas and Argyre basins.
The most saliem feature of the Martian atmosphere during the period of these observations was the appearance of a planet encircling belt of clouds seen in Figure 1 •s predawn cloud is located over Sinus Meridian. Low albedo regions of Mars have long been known to change as a function of time. At one time these changes were ascribed to vegetation [Slipher, 1962] , but it is now thought that the changes are produced by small amounts of bright, windblown dust alternately scoured from and deposited upon dark bedrock areas during dust storms. Substantial changes were noticed in Syrtis Major during the period surrounding the 1977 planet encircling dust storms [Kahn et al., 1992] , and it was on this basis that we chose to monitor the Syrtis major region frequently during our HST observations. One crater on the western boundary of Syrtis was observed to darken noticeably in 1991, but there were no changes in the configuration of this regional albedo feature comparable to those observed by Viking orbiters [James et al., 1994] .
At the other extreme, Cerberus, a prominent dark albedo feature approximately 1500 by 500 km in size which forms the southeastern boundary of the bright Elysium region, has essentially disappeared since the time of the Viking mission (Figure 6 ). An image-based analysis of the Cerberus feature [Chaikin et al., 1981] indicated it had changed little between the time of Mariner 9 and Viking. In fact, it appears to have remained fairly constant in location and appearance in telescopic observations obtained since the early 1900s [Slipher, 1962] This region had substantial cloud cover during this time, and the spectra of Isidis are consistent with a highly altered surface possibly containing some crystalline ferric oxide phases. There is apparently a high degree of mixing between all of these units, based on the many pixels that fall along distinct mixing lines between the unit boundaries.
These preliminary analyses indicate that the HST multispectral images can be well-calibrated and that their high signal to noise ratio facilitates the mapping of diagnostic differences in spectral behavior on Mars at fairly high telescopic spatial resolution. These data were limited by the acquisition of only five spectral bands; our subsequent HST data, using nine bandpasses, should improve the robustness of the conclusions substantially.
Summary
These HST images reveal more extensive clouds on Mars than was typical in spacecraft observations of the 1970s. In addition, the dark albedo region in Cerberus which has been observed for many years by ground-based astronomers and by spacecraft has essentially vanished. Though other aspects of the planet, such as the north polar recession, are similar to previous years, these observations highlight the fact that Mars is a dynamic planet and that the very limited observational archive does not necessarily include all possible Martian phenomena. The ability of HST to monitor changes in Martian climate and surface features is also reinforced by these data. The unique capability of HST for Mars observations is its ability to acquire synoptic-scale images of Mars with scientifically useful spatial and spectral resolution throughout much of the planet's synodic cycle. Thus the HST images have been particularly useful in identifying the global nature of the aphelion clouds. The major limitation of HST in monitoring Mars is the limit on the frequency of observations due to the small amount of time which can be allocated to any one project on the facility.
